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Description
Founded in 1994, Procesing has been taking part in designing,manufacturing and engineering for over 24 years.Through
out the years, Procesing has developed professionally, educating its personnel and raising their technical potentials
and capacities. Our expert and innovative solutions are supported by our close cooperation with many scientific
institutions in the fields of mechanical and geodesic professions. We provide innovative solutions, to the most difficult
problems faced by clients all over Europe,for all types of rotary kilns and rotary machines used in the process
industry.These industries include cement, aluminium, ferronickel, magnesite, food industry, asphalt bases, the
production of mineral fertilizers and many more industrial processes. We provide innovative SERVICE,
RECONSTRUCTION and MAINTENANCE to increase durability and increase productivity to all types of rotary
machines.These include rotary kilns, rotary shafts, rotary coolers, rotary mills, rotary diffusers, granulators and
agglomerators. Processing is specialized in solving the most complex problems on site during the operation of the
rotary kilns and is dedicated to solving your problems in optimal time, including the replacement of spare parts. With
experienced engineers and technicians familiar with almost any kiln condition, repairs are done in an effective and
efficient way during operating conditions We provide rotary kiln services such as cold & hot kiln alignment and on site
machining and grinding services for tyres, rollers and thrust rollers while client’s equipment is in full operation.
Procesing also has periodical services, consultancy, supervision and can offer you an Outsourcing Maintenances team
that are familiar with a wide range of kiln and rotary machinery related problems, drawing from experiences with kilns
of all types
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